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Why care about mentoring?
• Professional benefits:
⎻ Quicker advancement
⎻ Higher salaries
⎻ Higher job & career satisfaction
⎻ Stronger org commitment & identification

• Personal benefits:
⎻ Better physical health & self-esteem
⎻ Happier with work-life integration
⎻ Stronger relational skills
⎻ Improved empathy

If the mentors are “strong” / “good”
If mentors are poorly chosen, not committed,
unnecessarily harmful, or even simply not a good fit,
there are plenty of downsides
Source: https://hbr.org/2020/07/whyyour-mentorship-program-isnt-working
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“Mentor” networks are optimal, esp. early in your career
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Mentoring as Part of Your Career Learning Cycle
Fit/Learning Opportunity
Stretch Assignment
Expertise

Network
Development
(Also: Find a mentor)

Performance
Reputation /Credibility
Stretch assignment:
Positional power, autonomy
and visibility grow
Expertise

Network grows
Ability to attract networks
(Possibly become a mentor)

Performance
Reputation /Credibility
Stretch assignments:
Skills and expertise broaden

Network and sponsorship
broaden
More currencies to exchange
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COACHES, MENTORS, AND SPONSORS:
UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES

Mentoring: What are we talking about?

"A coach talks to you, a mentor talks with you, and a sponsor talks about you."*
* Roles may sometimes overlap
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A coach provides guidance for

A mentor informally or
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your development, often focused

formally helps you navigate

on soft skills (e.g., active listening)

your career, providing guid-

rather than technical skills

ance for career choices and

other person who uses strong

decisions.

motions, or jobs.

Who Drives the Relationship?

Who Drives the Relationship?

Who Drives the Relationship?

You and your coach are responsible

You drive the relationship. Your

for driving the relationship—you can

mentor is reactive and respon-

ship, advocating for you in many

reach out to your coach when you

sive to your needs.

settings, including behind closed

high-visibility assignments, pro-

The sponsor drives the relation-

need help, but your coach can also

doors.

reach out to you.

Actions

Actions

Provide development feedback

Help you determine possible

evaluation process.

Actions
Advocate for your advancement
and champion your work and po-

outside the formal performance
career goals.

tential with other senior leaders.

So make the relationship primary
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Fundamentally, what is relationship building about?

Relationships =
Social exchanges
over time
You can take out
what you put in

What you put in:
• Effort / Commitment
• Value
• Trustworthiness

This holds for mentor & mentee alike!
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VERY IMPORTANT: Selection criteria to consider

1. Do I want a mentor in my company?
In my industry? Are there gender
considerations?
2. What are my needs and does this
person have the necessary
experience?
3. Does this person have (formal or
informal) mentoring experience?

1. Do I understand this person’s needs?
Can I offer valuable guidance?
2. Do I have sufficient time/energy to
commit to this? How long might the
mentee want or need my help?
3. Can I commit to this person’s success?

4. Do I find this person admirable?

4. Will this person be receptive? Is my
style (particularly in terms of giving
feedback) going to work for him/her?

5. Can I see developing a relationship
with this person? Does his/her style
work for me?

5. Can I see developing a relationship
with this person? Are expectations
aligned?
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Some motivating questions for the relationship: Mentee
1. What are my goals/objectives? Are they really my own, or simply what I
thought I should want?
•
•

Think about 1-, 3-, 10-year goals; not to overcommit to them, but to be aware of what
might be necessary now if the long-term goals require a lot
Are there specific skills (soft or hard) that I need to develop? If so, what are they?

•

How can I best (re)assess my broader purpose?

2. What are my network goals?
3. How should I think about prioritization: work, family, friends, hobbies,
education? What actionable advice should I seek?
•

How do I distinguish between what’s important and what’s less so?

4. Am I missing opportunities or experiences by under- or over-planning?
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Tips, pitfalls, and other considerations
1. Communicate, communicate, communicate
•
•

Progress, goals, and other content of the mentoring relationship, but also…
Logistics, expectations, and scheduling, and…

•

Areas of concern within the mentoring relationship (dynamics, issues, etc)

2. This need not be a massive time commitment (but it is still a commitment!)
•

< 5 hours/month likely to cover it, though depends on person & situation

•

Have a proper closing/ending/reflection when it’s time to move on

3. Poor mentoring or under-commitment (from mentor or mentee) is worse
than no mentoring at all
4. Recognize that one mentor is ideally part of a broader portfolio of
personal and professional assistance
See also https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2600471
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Your mentor portfolio: Your personal Board of Directors
• For advice, direction, help, & guidance (on short notice)
• Could be very structured, could be more informal…it’s what you’re
comfortable with
• Mentors, peers, advisors, former colleagues/bosses/professors…
• But what’s in it for them?

“I hope at some point in your career you get to be a mentor to
someone like you…just so you understand.”
Adapted from Gibson Biddle (https://medium.com/@gibsonbiddle/hacking-your-product-management-career-cce227a9c39a)
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Build your Personal Board of Directors
WHO
1. People whose experience and
judgment you value and take
seriously

HOW
1. No need to “DTR”; nurture
2. Aim high

2. Admirable skills, broad network

3. Look to your “weak ties” &
friends of friends

3. Trustworthy!

4. Figure out how you can help
them (now or in the future)

4. Care about you personally

5. Patience, persistence, thick
skin

5. People whom you’re
comfortable asking for help

6. Have some understanding of
what you want/need

Adapted from Gibson Biddle (https://medium.com/@gibsonbiddle/hacking-your-product-management-career-cce227a9c39a)
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Your Board: Tips on engaging

1. Invest & inform (especially when things are going well)
⎻ People don’t want to hear from you just when things suck or you need something

2. Encourage (and welcome) direct, honest feedback
3. LISTEN
4. Adapt your board to your current and future needs
5. Seek the right diversity

Adapted from Gibson Biddle (https://medium.com/@gibsonbiddle/hacking-your-product-management-career-cce227a9c39a)
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In closing: be curious, engaged/engaging, & empathetic

Be overly selective
and clear up front,
and recognize this
relationship is like
any other…

…it requires work,
listening, and energy
to thrive.
But, done well, it can
be extremely valuable.
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Book recommendations

“Tribe of Mentors:
Short Life Advice
from the Best in
the World”
By Tim Ferriss*

“Athena Rising: How
& Why Men Should
Mentor Women”
By W Brad Johsnon
& David Smith

“The Elements of
Mentoring”
By W Brad
Johsnon &
Charles Ridley

*Not necessarily because of the content,
but because of the questions he asks
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